
Important Safety Instructions
☞ For the latest information on the EyeSpecial C-V visit our website at www.shofu.de.

Package contents

When %rst opening your EyeSpecial C-V package, please ensure that all the
9ollowing components are present. I9 anything is missing, please contact your
SHOFU dealer as soon as possible.

Optional accessories

Following optional items sold separately are necessary to use this camera:
● AA batteries (alkaline batteries / rechargeable nickel metal hydride batteries

(NiMH))
● Recording media: SD /SDHC/SDXC card

I9 your computer does not have an SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot, please purchase
an SD/SDHC/SDXC card reader /writer to trans9er data 9rom your memory
card to your computer.

● HDMI cable (HDMI, Type A ↔ Micro HDMI, Type D)
Recommendation (when the connecting device has an HDMI connector Type A):
CAC-HD14EU15BK by ELECOM

Other notes and signs
Other notes and signs used in this manual are shown below:

Safety information

Please read the 9ollowing in9ormation care9ully 9or a sa9e use o9 the product.

Description of "Warning" and "Caution" symbols
This manual provides sa9ety in9ormation using the 9ollowing 2 symbols to
prevent accidents resulting in injury or death. Understand the meaning o9 these
symbols to operate the device sa9ely.

● If the camera overheats, gives off burnt odor, generates smoke or in any
way appears abnormal during use, immediately discontinue use and
remove the batteries. The batteries might also be overheated. Be careful
to avoid burning when removing them.
Ignoring these warnings and continuing use may result in electric shock,
burn and spontaneous ignition. Immediately contact your SHOFU dealer 9or
repair.

● Should the internal components of the camera become exposed by
dropping or damaging it, immediately discontinue use and remove the
batteries. Be careful not to touch the exposed parts.
The fash is high voltage and might cause electrical shock. Ignoring these
warnings and continuing use may cause electrical shock, burn or %re. Please
contact your SHOFU dealer 9or servicing instructions.

● Keep out of reach of children.
Exercise extreme caution when using this camera near children to avoid
accidents or injuries.

● Never disassemble, attempt repairing or overhauling the camera.
There are some high voltage parts in this camera. Touching internal
components might cause electric shock. Any manipulation might also cause
mal9unction o9 the camera, resulting in injuries, electric shock or %re. Please
contact your SHOFU dealer when repair or overhaul is necessary.
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Warning indicates a potentially hazardous situation
which, i9 not avoided, could result in death or serious
injuries.

Caution indicates a potentially hazardous situation
which, i9 not avoided, may result in minor or moderate
injuries or in property damages.
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● Do not trigger the fash in close proximity to human eyes. Use protective
eyewear when using the fash close to human eyes.
Exposure to the intense light produced by the fash may injure eyesight.

● If any foreign object (metal, liquid or powder /dust) gets inside the
camera, immediately discontinue use and remove the batteries from
the device.
Continued use o9 the camera could result in %re or electrical shock. Consult
your SHOFU dealer 9or 9urther assistance.

● Do not use this camera in a narrow space, such as in a bag, box or
a drawer.
This may generate heat or cause %re due to insu9%cient heat release.

● Do not use this camera in places where it can easily get wet, like near
washbasins, sinks, water containers or anywhere you use water. Do not
place anything on the camera that contains liquid.
This may cause %re or electric shock.

● Do not use this camera in places that are 8lled with highly combustible
gas or in places where gasoline, benzene or thinner are stored.
This might cause explosion or %re.

● Do not use this camera in aircraft or other locations where the use of
wireless LAN is restricted or prohibited. Otherwise, it may cause
accidents.

● When using this camera for a long period of time, avoid skin contact.
The camera body becomes hot and might cause skin burn.

● Do not remove the batteries and SD memory card immediately after a
long period of continuous use.
The batteries and the SD memory card can become hot during use. Touching
hot batteries and cards might cause skin burn. Turn o99 the camera and wait
until it has cooled down.

● Do not use the fash while covering it with 8ngers or any object.
The fash generates heat and might cause burn.

● Do not press the liquid crystal display too strongly or apply strong force
unnecessarily.
Doing so might break the monitor, resulting in injuries. I9 the liquid inside
comes in contact with your skin, immediately rinse with water. In case o9
contact with your eyes, immediately fush with water and seek medical advice.

● Handle the camera and accessories gently.
Failure to do so might cause injuries.

● Always use the hand strap or a neck strap.

● The hand strap must be checked periodically to detect possible
loosenings or frayings of the strap.
Ignoring any anomalies and continuing to use the camera may result in
injuries.

● Avoid using and storing this camera (including batteries) under direct
sunlight, high temperature and high humidity or near 8re. It should also
be avoided to use or store the camera in places where corrosive gas
generates, where there are extreme temperature changes, where there is
a lot of dust or oil, where a lot of static electricity is generated, or near
machines that generate strong magnetism or electromagnetic waves.
This might cause de9ects, de9ormation o9 the camera, leakage o9 the battery
liquid, heat generation, explosion, %re or injuries.

Caution

Caution

● Small accessories should be kept out of reach of children to avoid
accidental swallowing.
I9 swallowed, seek medical advice immediately.

● Do not use combustible solvents such as benzene or thinner to clean
this camera.
This might cause explosion or %re.

Risk of explosion
● If the batteries are replaced by an incorrect type, it causes risk of explosion,

electric shock or 8re. Use only the designated batteries. Avoid using
damaged or deformed batteries.

● Disposing o@ the batteries into a 8re or hot oven or crushing or cutting
the batteries mechanically causes risk of explosion, electric shock or
8re. Do not dispose o@ the batteries into a 8re or hot oven. Do not try to
crush or cut the batteries mechanically.

Risk of explosion or leakage of liquid
● Using, storing or transporting the batteries under extremely high or low

temperatures causes risk of explosion, leakage of liquid, electric shock
or 8re.
Do not use, store or transport the batteries under extremely high or low
temperatures.

● Using, storing or transporting the batteries with low air pressure at high
altitudes causes risk o@ explosion, leakage o@ fammable liquid or gas,
electric shock or 8re.
Do not use, store or transport the batteries with low air pressure at high
altitudes.

● Leaving the batteries in an extremely high temperature environment causes
risk o@ explosion, leakage o@ fammable liquid or gas, electric shock or 8re.
Do not leave the batteries in an extremely high temperature environment.

● Leaving the batteries in an extremely low air pressure environment causes
risk o@ explosion, leakage o@ fammable liquid or gas, electric shock or 8re.
Do not leave the batteries in an extremely low air pressure environment.
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